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Abstract
With the recent advancement, automatic speech001
recognition (ASR) moves toward address-002
ing low-resource speech recognition prob-003
lems using large vocabulary continuous speech004
recognition (LVCSR). Transfer learning, meta-005
learning, and Unsupervised Pre-training are ma-006
jor techniques in the modern paradigm, and in007
this paper, We experimented with transfer learn-008
ing using the English pre-trained model trained009
on top of the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)010
with the baseline e2e Lattice-Free Maximum011
Mutual Information (e2e LF-MMI) model mod-012
els with 200 hours of OpenSLR data and 40013
hours of gathered Sinhala speech data. We used014
Facebook Sinhala main corpora and UCSC full015
corpus alongside the UCSC speech corpus to016
train the external language models. We were017
able to achieve 5.43% WER for our testing018
dataset by far the best wer achieved for Low019
Resourced Sinhala Language. Finally, we eval-020
uated the best e2e model with Google speech021
recognition API for Sinhala Speech Recogni-022
tion using a publicly available dataset to exam-023
ine how far we can use our model in common024
usage.025

1 Introduction026

End-to-end ASR systems are vastly improving over027

the traditional statistical models since 2019 where028

it gives the correspondent text in character or phone029

level directly from the given audio using a larger030

DNN without using an additional pronunciation031

model and language model. Since e2e ASR is cre-032

ated on top of a large deep neural network, it can033

be used to improve the recognition of low-resource034

language by transfer learning from high-resource035

languages like English. Traditional statistical sys-036

tems like GMM-HMM have not supported transfer037

learning but DNN-HMM like statistical models can038

also be used but the e2e models show higher accu-039

racy (Wang et al., 2019).040

The Sinhala language is a low-resource language041

and it belongs to the Indo Aryan language family.042

Statistical ASR systems can be found for open do- 043

main Sinhala speech recognition and state-of-the- 044

art results are yet to be achieved (Gamage et al., 045

2020; Karunathilaka et al., 2020). 046

In this paper, we are focusing on achieving 047

higher results through doing Transfer learning from 048

the English pre-trained model to Sinhala using 049

RNN architecture created using Deepspeech. The 050

performances of each e2e model will be evaluated 051

and compared with e2e LF-MMI architecture using 052

Sinhala Speech Recognition models. 053

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 054

presents the related studies, Section 3 describes the 055

methodology, data preparation, and implementa- 056

tion in greater detail. Section 4 describes the results 057

and evaluation. Section 5 presents the conclusions 058

and future work. 059

2 Related Work 060

The current domain of speech recognition moves to- 061

ward addressing the low-resource problem. There 062

are large datasets available for English and France 063

like languages with state-of-the-art results. A com- 064

mon solution for addressing the low-resource prob- 065

lem is to transfer learning from high resource lan- 066

guage to a low-resource language and even Deep- 067

speech also provided scripts to transfer learning 068

using common voice data for English language 069

which has 2181 hours of training data. In the e2e 070

LF-MMI technique transfer learning can be done 071

by using weight transfer and multi-task training 072

(Ghahremani et al., 2017). 073

Also in 2020, much research has been conducted 074

about improving low-resource speech recognition 075

by doing transfer learning techniques. Analyzing 076

ASR Pretraining for Low-Resource Speech-to-Text 077

Translation, Transfer Learning for Less-Resourced 078

Semitic Languages Speech Recognition: the Case 079

of Amharic, LTL-UDE at Low-Resource Speech- 080

to-Text Shared Task: Investigating Mozilla Deep- 081

Speech in a low-resource setting (Stoian et al., 082
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2020; Woldemariam, 2020; Agarwal and Zesch,083

2020) are some major research conducted in these084

domains and ASR models of these papers have085

used LF-MMI model and Deepspeech models for086

their research which are published in the year 2020.087

3 Approach088

3.1 Data Preparation089

The Deepspeech toolkit is not based on phonemes090

and it gives character sequences from the wav files091

that we fed into the RNN. The pronunciation model092

can not be visible and RNN consists of both the093

acoustic model and the pronunciation model. The094

Sinhala language has a good pronunciation model095

presented in (Nadungodage et al., 2018) paper but096

we did not focus on creating a lexicon for the pro-097

nunciation model in this study.098

3.1.1 Dataset099

We have used two datasets for the experiment.100

Open SLR Sinhala ASR dataset was used for trans-101

fer learning and LTRL speech data was used for102

finetuning the already transfer learned models.103

1. Large Sinhala ASR training data set by Open104

SLR105

Open SLR has gathered Sinhala ASR training106

data set containing ∼185K utterances. But there107

are some miss transcriptions, numerical values,108

and foreign language words, especially in En-109

glish. In the preprocess we have removed the110

utterance containing numerical values and for-111

eign language transcriptions. Overall there were112

∼181 hours of preprocessed utterances (Kjar-113

tansson et al., 2018).114

2. LTRL Speech Data (LSD)115

we have used the collected recordings from116

the Language Technology Research Laboratory117

(LTRL) of the University of Colombo School118

of Computing (UCSC) which has 40 hours of119

training data. Training has been done in 16kHz120

sample rate and refers (Gamage et al., 2020)121

for more details. This dataset tagged with the122

gender and details is in table 1. We used this123

dataset to finetune the transfer learned models124

as the transcriptions of the utterances are more125

trusted with respect to the OpenSLR. The test126

set specified here was gathered in a noisy en-127

vironment using a mobile phone and we have128

used that data for evaluations.129

Dataset Male Female Utterances
Train 27 67 17848
Dev 3 8 2002
Test 4 4 80

Table 1: Details of train, validation and test data sets

3.1.2 Corpora 130

We have used 3 corpora to train the language 131

models in the study namely LTRL speech cor- 132

pus, Facebook Sinhala main corpus (Wijeratne and 133

de Silva, 2020), and transcriptions of OpenSLR 134

preprocessed dataset. 135

1. LTRL Speech Corpus (LSC) is created using 136

an active learning method and baseline models 137

are used 4-gram language model created by this 138

corpus (Gamage et al., 2021). 139

Vocabulary Size 243339
Total number of Sentences 119621
Total number of words 1194940

Table 2: Corpus Statistics of LTRL speech corpus

2. Facebook Sinhala main corpus (FBC) is used 140

for annotation in FastText to train the embed- 141

ding and we selected this corpus to achieve more 142

accuracy in the decoding. 143

Vocabulary Size 228533
Total number of Sentences 3642053
Total number of words ∼34 million

Table 3: Corpus Statistics of Facebook Sinhala main
corpuss

3. OpenSLR speech corpus has the transcriptions 144

of its own utterances. We have concatenated all 145

the 3 corpora for a single corpus to train the 146

scorer model which is the language model in 147

Deepspeech that act as an external language 148

model when decoding. here we have used 5- 149

gram language model to train the scorer. 150

3.2 Baseline models 151

We have selected baseline models presented in 152

(Gamage et al., 2021) which use e2e LF-MMI ar- 153

chitecture to train the e2e model. 28.55% WER 154

was the best WER achieved for Sinhala Speech 155

Recognition based on the same testing dataset that 156

we have used in this study also. Table 5 represents 157
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Vocabulary Size 64258
Total number of Sentences 149856
Total number of words 659086

Table 4: Corpus Statistics of OpenSLR speech corpuss

the WERs achieved in e2e LF-MMI models. these158

models are trained on the Kaldi toolkit and use159

LTRL speech corpus in creating language models.160

Ephocs Test set (WERs)
10 28.55
30 32.18
50 33.27

Table 5: WER comparison of baseline e2e LF-MMI
models

3.3 RNN Architecture161

RNN in Deepspeech does not use the so-called162

phones to train models (Hannun et al., 2014). In-163

stead as mentioned earlier, it uses an alphabet of164

the training language to get the character sequence165

through a large DNN. And also separate n-gram166

language model can be used to decode utterances167

and in Deepspeech documentation1 it is mentioned168

as External Scorer.169

Figure 1: Deepspeech RNN model Architecture

26 MFCC feature extraction is done here, which170

is the standard setting for the 16kHZ sample rate171

used in Deepspeech (Hannun et al., 2014). Ex-172

tracted features are fed to the first 3 non-recurrent173

layers which use Rectified-Linear (Relu) activation174

function. The Fourth layer is a recurrent layer in-175

cluding hidden units with forward recurrence. The176

fifth layer also a non-recurrent layer takes forward177

units as inputs. The output layer will predict the178

1https://deepspeech.readthedocs.io/en/v0.9.3/

character probabilities for each time slice. The cre- 179

ated external scorer can be used to have a more 180

accurate output and then we calculated the WER 181

with the testing dataset. The basic structure is rep- 182

resented in figure 1 and we created models for 30, 183

50, and 100 epochs. 184

After training, an output_graph.pb model file is 185

generated which has extra loading time and mem- 186

ory consumption because the model needs to be 187

loaded in memory to be dealt with when running 188

inference. One way to avoid this is to directly 189

read data from the disk. TensorFlow has tooling to 190

achieve this. 191

We used the default 6 layers NN architecture 192

where the recurrent occurs in the 4th layer to train 193

the RNN models. 375 hidden units are in each 194

hidden layer and the default RNN architecture in 195

Deepspeech represented in (Hannun et al., 2014) is 196

used through the study with the alphabet taken from 197

the Sinhala Unicode character table. Zero-width 198

space, zero-width joiner, and zero-width non-joiner 199

characters had to be included in the alphabet to 200

mitigate the errors occurring when training for the 201

Sinhala language. 202

Finally, we used an external scorer to get higher 203

accurate decoding. We have used the previously 204

mentioned 3 corpora to train the scorer model and 205

all models are finetuned to 1000 iterations. The 206

scorer model can be finetuned by using the two pa- 207

rameters Lm_alpha, and LM_beta where Lm_alpha 208

is for determining how much the language model 209

is allowed to edit the network output and LM_beta 210

controls inserting spaces (Hannun et al., 2014). 211

3.4 Transfer learning 212

With the limitations in dataset, transfer learning 213

has been successful when creating an ASR system 214

(Kunze et al., 2017). We have used the v0.9.3 En- 215

glish pretrained model2 in this study as the source 216

model and we replaced the output layer which con- 217

sisted of English alphabet to Sinhala alphabet as 218

the source output layer is not important (Ardila 219

et al., 2019). We used the OpenSLR speech data to 220

transfer learn the English pre-train model to the Sin- 221

hala Language. OpenSLR covers the basic phones 222

where it has found text prompts online. 223

3.5 Finetuning pretrained models 224

After the transfer learning, we used LTRL speech 225

data to finetune the RNN. LTRL speech data was 226

2https://github.com/mozilla/DeepSpeech/
releases/tag/v0.9.3
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Figure 2: Transferlerning with OpenSLR dataset

gathered using an active learning method to cover227

all Sinhala phones. Data size is limited to 40 hours228

and it is not enough to get a state of the art results229

through direct e2e training (Wang et al., 2019). But230

(Gamage et al., 2021) paper shows that the data231

is more context-dependent in News and Number232

readings in the Sinhala Language. Here we have233

retrained the RNN which was previously trained234

on English and Sinhala OpenSLR data so we can235

have a better more general ASR system for Sinhala.236

The same Sinhala Alphabet which has been used in237

training the basic RNN for Sinhala has been used238

in Transferelearning and Finetuning processes.239

Figure 3: Finetuning Pretrained Models using LTRL
speech data

4 Results and Evaluation240

The accuracy of the models is measured using241

Word Error Rate (WER).242

4.1 RNN models243

The Deepspeech RNN model is a fully e2e model244

so it is not using HMM. The concept of phone245

is rejected here and uses a character-level alpha-246

bet instead. Table 6 represents the results that we247

achieved in the Deepspeech RNN Sinhala e2e ASR248

system. The literature highlighted that the e2e mod-249

els need to have higher data with respect to good250

accuracy. 251

Model epochs 30 epochs 50 epochs 100
RNN Model 54.83 43.80 47.43

Table 6: WERs of e2e RNN model

4.2 Transferlearned models 252

So we used the transfer learning technique provided 253

by the Deepspeech toolkit for achieving lesser 254

WER for Sinhala. We have used both LTRL speech 255

data and OpenSLR dataset for transfer learning and 256

the best results we obtained shows in table 7. 257

Model Corpora epochs WERs
pretrain+
LSD

LSC 75 23.38

Pretrain+
OpenSLR

LSC+OpenSLR 10 17.04
LSC+OpenSLR+
FBC

10 7.24

Table 7: WERs of transfer learned models using English
Pretrained RNN

We can clearly identify that the larger scorer 258

model is providing higher accuracy where we can 259

get around 10% more accurate model using the 260

Facebook Sinhala Corpus. We also trained the 261

pretrain+openSLR model for 50 epochs but WER 262

was 7.84% which is slightly higher than what we 263

got for 10 epochs presented in table 7. 264

4.3 Finetuned Pretrained models 265

After we finetuned the models using LTRL speech 266

data which were previously learned on top of En- 267

glish and OpenSLR Sinhala Dataset, we saw that 268

there was a 2.12% increase in WER when we 269

use the LTRL speech corpus concatenated with 270

OpenSLR transcription. Results of finetuned mod- 271

els are shown in table 8. 272

Corpus
T_epochs and
F_epochs

WERs

LSC+OpenSLR 10_75 19.16
LSC+OpenSLR
+FBC

50_50 05.43

Table 8: WERs of Finetuned models using LTRL speech
Data with the epochs of both transfer learned (T_epochs)
models and finetuned(F_epochs) models

When we look into the worst decodings of all 273

the transfer learned and pre-train models and we 274
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saw that the transcriptions are accurate but we are275

getting higher WERs due to the technique in the276

Sinhala Language called ’Pada Bedima’ which is277

addressed well in the evaluations of the paper. So278

actual WERs are lesser.279

4.4 Evaluation280

Google Speech Recognition API has an ASR sys-281

tem for the Sinhala language which is currently282

used for public-domain speech recognition tasks283

in Sinhala. We used two datasets to evaluate e2e284

LF-MMI model and our Finetuned RNN model285

with Google to find out how far our model can286

be used for general purposes. Those datasets are287

ones we used to test the created models mentioned288

above and we use a publicly available dataset that289

was used to create a Sinhala Text-To-Speech (TTS)290

system 3. There were 3300 utterances available291

and we used the first 100 utterances after remov-292

ing utterances gathered in the context of Pali and293

Sanskrit. Because those utterances have a different294

accent from Sinhala which may mislead the results295

from a general aspect.296

Table 10 shows there are higher WERs for the297

Sinhala TTS dataset because that dataset was gath-298

ered for the context of creating the Sinhala Text-299

to-Speech system. So They have used a technique300

called ‘Pada Bedima’ (Rajapaksha, 2008) which is301

a collection of rules for segmenting Sinhala words.302

But Vocabulary of the Sinhala Language accepts303

the words without using the ‘Pada Bedima’ tech-304

nique. More information is available (Liyanage305

et al., 2012) paper about the ‘Pada Bedima’ under306

the Discussion section. We did the analysis upon307

finding the percentage which cost the accuracy with308

the Sinhala TTS dataset.309

As shown in Table 11 from the error words there310

are 32.08% words for ‘Pada Bedima’ in e2e LF-311

MMI model and 31.62% words for the fine-tuned312

model. We have removed them when comput-313

ing WER so overall 25.42% WER from Finetuned314

model and Google achieved 26.94% WER for the315

Sinhala TTS dataset. E2e LF-MMI model has more316

accuracy in number readings especially phone num-317

bers, credit cards, and time when observing the318

results but Our Finetuned model performed in a319

more general context and the given output are more320

accurate compared to google but especially google321

has more speed and able to recognize proper nouns322

3https://github.com/pathnirvana/
sinhala-tts-dataset

better. 323

5 Limitations 324

Even though the results show 05.43% WER this 325

still can be biased towards the testing dataset we 326

have used. Based on our evaluation, the model 327

performs better than the Google model for Sinhala 328

by 1.52%, but it still cannot achieve the state-of- 329

the-art word-error rate. This implicates the RNN 330

needs more speech data in order to achieve higher 331

results so the proposed model is still not the best 332

respect to the available data. The server we used 333

to train models had 4 RTX 2080TI GPUs. The 334

training took 14 days to complete so we had a hard 335

time finetuning each model. So we have used only 336

the language parameters(alpha and beta) for the 337

finetuning and further training can be done using 338

the augmentations of was files as well. This will 339

take a considerable time, and with that limitation, 340

we did not consider them for this research. 341

6 Conclusion and Future Work 342

We were able to achieve the so far the best WER 343

for Sinhala speech recognition through finetuning 344

the pre-train model for a public domain which has 345

05.43% WER. This model performs more con- 346

text independently whereas other public domain 347

Sinhala speech recognizers have more context- 348

dependent in areas like NEWS reading and Number 349

readings (Gamage et al., 2020, 2021; Karunathilaka 350

et al., 2020). 351

Further improvements can be achieved through 352

multilingual speech recognition techniques (Con- 353

neau et al., 2020). As Sinhala belongs to Indo 354

Aryan language family and using the dataset 355

of those languages on top of multilingual low- 356

resource self-supervised and unsupervised pre- 357

training techniques can be used for future re- 358

search on improving Sinhala Speech Recognition 359

to achieve state-of-the-art results. 360
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